Abstract: For the quality of service (QoS) and fairness considerations, the hop counts of various lightpaths in a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical network should be short and compact. The development of multi-granularity optical switching technology has made it possible to construct various fiber topologies over a fixed physical topology. This paper describes a fiber topology design (FTD) problem, which minimizes the maximum number of required fibers in the physical links for a maximum lightpath hop count in the fiber topology. After the formular description for the FTD problem, a method was given to obtain the lower bound on the maximum number of required fibers. For large or moderate scale networks, three heuristic algorithms are given to efficiently solve the FTD problem. This study gives a new way to optimize the resource configuration performance in WDM optical networks at the topology level and proves its effectiveness via both analyses and numerical experiments.
Introduction
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical networking technology represents the most promising solution for high-capacity transport applications [1] . The physical topology of a WDM optical network consists of optical nodes (i.e., optical cross-connects (OXCs) and optical add-drop multiplexers (OADMs) connected by optical cable links. In recent years, multigranularity optical switching technology has been developed to handle the rapid increase of bandwidth requirements brought about by the explosive growth in Internet traffic [2, 3] . This technology integrates hierarchal switching granularities, such as fiber, waveband, and wavelength, into a single optical node called a multi-granularity OXC (MG-OXC) with the typical architecture shown in Fig. 1 . The purpose of these multigranularity optical networks (MG-ONs) is to reduce the complexity of traditional OXCs as well as the management and control difficulty brought about by the rapid increase of wavelength channels. However, this technology also makes it possible to construct different and reconfigurable fiber network topologies over the physical network topology by properly configuring the fiber cross-connect (F-OXC) parts of the MG-OXCs in the network. Here, the physical network refers to the network consisting of MG-OXCs and cable links (each cable link may contain several fibers), whose topology is called the physical topology. The fiber network refers to the network connected by fiber links, whose Networking Systems To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: zhy-dee@tsinghua.edu.cn; Tel: 86- topology is called the fiber topology. The fiber network is constructed over the physical network, but its topology may differ from the original physical topology. A lightpath is a wavelength channel from the source node to the destination node in the fiber network used to transport the service traffic. Therefore, lightpaths are built over the fiber links and the fiber links are constructed over the physical links (cables). Long lightpaths in WDM optical networks always suffer from many disadvantages, such as longer delay, heavier transmission impairment, and higher blocking probability [4] , which reduce the quality of services (QoS), especially the fairness which refers to the variability in blocking probabilities experienced by traffic between various node pairs [5] . Several fairness enhancement methods have been proposed, such as the wavelength reservation (Rsv) method [6] , the protection threshold (Thr) method [6] , and the classified alternate routing (CAR) approach [7] , but if some lightpaths have too many hops, none of them work well. So, an optimized fiber topology with small hop counts for all the lightpaths is the most effective solution. The physical topology of a given network is fixed and difficult to modify, but multi-granularity optical switching technology provides the ability to construct different fiber network topologies over the fixed physical topology. This is the essence of the fiber topology design (FTD) problem analyzed in this paper, whose objective is to minimize the maximum number of required fibers in the physical links with the constraint of a maximum lightpath length (hop count) in the fiber topology.
A similar problem referred to is the logical (wavelength, virtual) topology design (LTD), which has been studied [8] [9] [10] . The LTD problem tries to build a logical topology for a given traffic matrix over a WDM optical (fiber) network topology with the minimum possible congestion. In fact, the FTD problem is much more complex because it requires two routing treatments, i.e., routing the logical paths (lightpaths) over the fiber topology and routing the fiber links over the physical topology.
Formular Description
The FTD problem requires a trade-off between the maximum number of required fibers and the maximum hop count. Therefore, two types of problems exist: (1) minimizing the maximum number of required fibers for a given hop count constraint; (2) minimizing the maximum hop count for a given fiber number constraint. This paper will only present an analysis of the first type because it is more practicable. The protection fiber links are then taken into account by using both the shared path protection and the dedicated path protection methods [11] . Both methods build a protection fiber link for each working fiber link, thus the network is absolutely reliable for any single physical link failure, which means the simultaneous failure of bidirectional physical links between two neighbor nodes. The FTD problem with protection can be formulated by using an ILP model or an integer programming (IP) model, depending on the adopted protection method.
The notations in this paper are described as follows: This paper considers a pair of bidirectional lightpaths for each node pair, but the formulations are applicable to any kind of traffic model.
ILP formulation for FTD problem without protection
Optimization objective:
Conservation constraints of the fiber link routes on the physical topology:
Loopless constraints of the fiber link routes: 1
Physical link capacity constraint:
Conservation constraints of the lightpath routes on the fiber topology:
Loopless constraints on logical paths: 1
Maximum lightpath hop count constraint:
ILP formulation for FTD problem with dedicated path protection
The problem can still be described by an ILP formula. 
Loopless constraints of the protection fiber link routes:
Disjoint constraints for working and protection fiber routes:
The physical link capacity constraint (i.e,. Eq. (5)) should be replaced by p, ( )
Thus, Eqs. (1)- (4) and Eqs. (6)- (14) form the ILP formulation of the FTD problem using the dedicated path protection method.
IP formulation for FTD problem with shared path protection
The problem is defined as an integer programming (IP) problem. Let 1 1 s d sd R be integer variables, which are defined as the number of fiber links whose working fiber routes pass through the physical link from nodes s 1 to d 1 and whose protection fiber routes pass through the physical link from nodes s to d:
Then, the physical link capacity constraint (i.e., Eq. (14)) is modified to
Thus, Eqs. (1)- (4), Eqs. (6)- (13), and Eqs. (15) and (16) form the IP formulation for the FTD problem by using the shared protection method.
The shared path protection method can also be described by the ILP formulation [11] , but it requires enumerating all possible paths between each node pair; therefore, the ILP formulation is very complicated to present and solve.
As an illustration, the IP and ILP formulations were solved directly for a six-node network with the physical topology shown in Fig. 2 . Without optimization, the fiber topology is the same as the physical topology with the maximum hop count of 3. With optimization, the maximum hop count can be reduced to 2.
Fig. 2 Simple six-node network topology
The result of the shared path protection method is shown in Fig. 3 , where only one fiber in each physical link is required for the unprotected fiber topology, and even with the shared path protection method, the maximum number of required fibers is still only 2.
Figure 3a also illustrates the difference between the physical topology and the fiber topology.
The result for the dedicated path protection method is shown in Fig. 4 . Though this method reduces the computational complexity, the result is much worse than with the shared protection method since four fibers are needed to build such a protected fiber topology.
Both the IP and ILP formulations become computationally intractable for larger networks; therefore, heuristic algorithms are required for moderate or large scale networks. Before the detailed descriptions for the proposed heuristic algorithms, an effective method to estimate the lower bound on the maximum number of required fibers will be given in advance. Several lower bounds on the required wavelengths in single-hop single-fiber optical networks have been proposed in the studies of the LTD problem [10] , such as the physical topology degree bound [11] , physical topology link bound [11] , the distance bound [12] , and the partition bound [12] . In the FTD problem, if H max =1, it is equivalent to the LTD problem in single-hop optical networks without wavelength continuity constraint. However, for larger H max , the problem becomes much more difficult.
First, discuss the bound for a two-hop constraint (H max =2). The simplest fiber topology satisfying this constraint is a star network (Fig. 5a) , so the network topology will be mapped onto a star topology. Let N denote the number of nodes and p δ the maximum node degree in the physical topology. The maximum node degree in the star network is N−1 with the associated node in the center. The node with maximum physical degree is assumed to be the center node. Thus, the lower bound is
where x ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ denotes the minimum integer that is larger than or equal to x, and x is a real number.
Fig. 5 Regular network topologies
For H max =3, the simplest regular network topology has several variations, such as cascade star network (Fig. 5b) , the triangular star network (Fig. 5c) , and the quadrangular star network (Fig. 5d) . These networks all have a common feature that they were constructed by fully connecting the center nodes of several subnetworks with the star topology. For a given physical topology, we try to map the regular topologies onto the physical topology by seeking the proper center nodes. Typically, the nodes with maximum physical degrees are selected. When counting the fiber topology degree of each center node, both the fiber links within the subnetwork and connections with other center nodes should be considered. Also, assume that the numbers of nodes in the sub-networks are proportional to the physical degrees of the associated center nodes. Let cfi δ and cpi δ denote the fiber topology degree and the physical topology degree of the center node in the i-th sub-network. Then the lower bound is given by
A given network may have several bounds when mapped onto diverse regular topologies. In these cases, the lowest bound should be chosen.
Cases having H max >3 will not be investigated because one basic goal of the FTD problem is to shorten the logical path lengths (in terms of hop count), and large logical path-length constraints will not only make the problem extraordinarily complicated, but also not yield useful results.
Heuristic Algorithms
Heuristic algorithms are required to solve the FTD problem for large or moderate sized networks. The study will first consider the unprotected fiber topologies and then protected fiber topologies.
Minimum weight match deletion (MWMD) algorithm
Step 0 Select a fully-connected fiber topology and sort all the fiber links in decreasing order according to their hop counts in the physical topology and mark all of them as ALIVE.
Step 1 Initialize the number of utilized fibers on each physical link to zero. Then, for each fiber link in the order obtained in Step 0, if it is still ALIVE, DO:
(a) Find the first K shortest loopless paths (loopless KSP) in the physical topology using a loopless KSP algorithm [13, 14] ; (b) Check the maximum number of utilized fibers in the physical links for each candidate route and select the route with the minimum value; (c) Add one utilized fiber on each associated physical link of the selected fiber link route.
Step 2 Route all the logical paths using a shortest path algorithm (e.g., the dijkstra algorithm [15] ) on the obtained fiber topology, and calculate the traffic load on each fiber link as the sum of the traffic loads carried by the logical paths passing through it. Then, check the maximum hop count in all the logical paths. If larger than H max, GOTO Step 4; otherwise, GOTO Step 3.
Step 3 Backup the current result. Weight each fiber link by its traffic load and find the minimum weighted match (MWM) of this weighted fiber topology [8, 11] . Then delete the fiber links contained in the MWM set, i.e., mark them as DEAD. GOTO Step 1.
Step 4 End the algorithm and output the backup result as the final result.
For moderate networks, the ILP formulation for the MWM problem is solved directly in Step 3. For large networks, because the heuristics for solving the MWM problem in nonbipartite networks are rather complicated and time-consuming [8, 11] , an approximate method is used, which checks all the fiber links one by one in increasing order of their weights and put a link into the approximate MWM set if it is physically disjointed from all links already in the set until the set is full.
Maximum loaded cable reduction (MLCR) algorithm
Step 0 Same as Step 0 in the MWMD algorithm.
Step 1 Same as Step 1 in the MWMD algorithm.
Step 2 Route all logical paths by a shortest path algorithm in the obtained fiber topology. Check the numbers of utilized fibers in the physical link, and let MaxFiber denote the maximum one.
Step 3 For each physical link whose utilized number of fibers equals MaxFiber, DO:
For each fiber link with its route passing through the selected physical link, if it is still ALIVE, DO:
Save the current fiber topology to a temporary graph and delete the investigated fiber link from it. If an alternate path is available with hop count less than H max in the temporary graph for each logical path passing through the investigated fiber link, update the temporary graph to be the new fiber topology, GOTO Step 4.
Step 4 Compare MaxFiber with the result obtained in the previous iteration, if they are equal, Iter=Iter+1; otherwise, Iter=0;
Step 5 If Iter≥MaxIter, end the algorithm; otherwise, GOTO Step 1.
The parameter MaxInter denotes the tolerance for the maximum number of iterations without decreasing MaxFiber, which is set to the amount of links in the current fiber topology for most implementations of the algorithm.
Joint algorithm
Step 1 Run the MWMD algorithm;
Step 2 Run the MLCR algorithm based on the result of Step 1;
Step 3 Output the result obtained in Step 2 as the final result.
This algorithm provides the advantages of both of the previous methods.
Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed FTD heuristics were evaluated using numerical experiments on four physical network topologies, i.e., NSFNET, ARPANET, ChinaNet, and 36NodeMesh (a 36-node mesh network) with the topologies shown in Fig. 6 . Set H max =2 for NSFNET and ARPANET, and H max =3 for ChinaNet and 36NodeMesh.
Lower bounds on fiber requirements
Since H max is set to be 2 for the NSFNET and ARPA-NET, they will be mapped onto star topologies to derive their lower bounds.
In the NSFNET topology, the maximum physical degree ( p δ ) is 4 (nodes 6 and 9) and N=14, So, the lower bound calculated using Eq. (17) is 4. In the ARPANET topology, the maximum physical degree ( p δ ) is 4 (nodes 5, 9, and 17) and N=20. So, the lower bound calculated using Eq. (17) is 5. Assuming H max =3 for ChinaNet and 36NodeMesh, proper regular topologies should be selected to map their physical topologies.
For the ChinaNet topology, the two nodes with maximum physical degrees are node 16 (node degree is 7) and node 30 (node degree is 6). Therefore, it will be mapped onto a cascaded star network topology with these two nodes as the center nodes. Thus, the fiber network degrees of the center nodes in each sub network are 17 and 20. Considering the connection between the center nodes, and For the 36NodeMesh, because the physical network is also a regular quadrangular symmetrical topology, a quadrangular star network is used to map this physical topology. The center nodes of the four sub-networks are nodes 15, 16, 20, and 21. The fiber network degree δ should be 4. Therefore, the lower bound is 3. Table 1 lists the lower bounds on the maximum number of required fibers of the four networks. However, these results are not the actual result, so we can only regard them as an auxiliary criterion for the performance evaluation of FTD heuristics. 
Heuristic results
This subsection presents an analysis of performance and efficiency of the three heuristics described in Section 3 via numerical experiments. First, for the 6-node network topology shown in Fig. 2 , all three heuristics gave the same result of the maximum number of required fibers, i.e., maximally 2 fibers are required in the physical links. In Section 1, the result obtained by directly solving the ILP formulation was 1, so the results of the heuristics are acceptable. The experiments for the network topologies shown in Fig. 6 are listed in Table 2 . For each case, the three criteria are the maximum number of required fibers in the physical links (W max ), the maximum node degree (D max ), and the amount of links (FL) in the fiber topology. The results in Table 2 lead to the following conclusions.
(1) Considering the maximum number of required fibers (W max ), the MLCR algorithm performs the best, and the joint algorithm has very close results. The MWMD algorithm performs much worse than the other two, especially when the network scale is relatively large.
(2) Considering the node degree constraint (D max ), the MLCR algorithm gives the worst result, and the joint algorithm gives the best result.
(3) The fiber link amount (FL) is typically proportional to the maximum number of required fibers (W max ). With the same W max , the joint algorithm outperforms the MLCR algorithm with a smaller value of FL.
In summary, if we only consider the maximum number of required fibers, the MLCR algorithm should be preferred for its ability to reduce the maximum number of required fibers. But in some cases, relatively small and evenly distributed node degrees are also wanted in the fiber topology, so the joint algorithm should be selected.
Protected fiber topology
This subsection considers the addition of a protection fiber link for each working fiber link in the optimized fiber topology obtained in the previous subsection. The shared path protection method will be used due to its proven performance in terms of resource utilization, with the goal to minimize the maximum number of required fibers in the physical links. Use W P,max to denote the maximum number of required fibers in the physical links when the protected fiber topology is constructed.
First, select the best non-protected fiber topology from the results obtained in the previous subsection: choose the topology with the minimum W max , and if several topologies have the same W max , select the one with the minimum D max , and if both W max and D max are the same, select the one with minimal FL. Therefore, the NSFNET and 36NodeMesh used the topologies obtained by the MLCR algorithm, while the ARPANET and ChinaNet used the results obtained by the joint algorithm. The results for W P,max listed in Table 3 show that in most cases the additional fibers to establish the protection fiber links are less than the number of required fibers to construct the original non-protected fiber topology. 
Conclusions
The FTD problem proposed in this paper seeks to optimize the length of lightpaths because long lightpaths (in terms of hop count) suffer from many disadvantages, so network topologies with relatively small and concentrated distributed lightpath lengths are preferred. Current design can take advantage of multi-granularity optical switching technology, which can be used to construct a reconfigurable fiber topology over a fixed physical topology by configuring the fiber crossconnects (F-OXC) parts of the multi-granularity OXC nodes equipped in multi-granularity optical networks. The FTD problem seeks to minimize the maximum number of required fibers in the physical links for the constraint of a maximum lightpath hop count in the fiber topology. Integer programming and integer linear programming formulations were presented to describe the FTD problem with and without protection. These formulations can be directly solved for small scale networks. A method is also given to estimate the lower bound on the maximum number of required fibers, which can be used as a performance evaluation for the FTD algorithms.
Three heuristic algorithms are given for moderate or large scale networks. The MLCR algorithm gives the best result of the maximum number of required fibers, but the joint algorithm is preferred if the node degree distribution in the fiber topology is also considered.
